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Kingsmead doubles research team, returns 17% in nine
months
February 28, 2013  

Singapore-based Kingsmead Asset Management, established by Asia veteran John Foo last year, is beefing up its team with two
high profile hires. 

Meanwhile, the firm’s catalyst-driven Asia equities long/short strategy, Kingsmead Asian Alpha Opportunities Fund, has
brought in solid 17% returns since its inception in March 2012, and is creating a significant buzz amongst investors with its
outperformance. The fund is also off to a strong start in 2013, with a 6.7% return in January.

Foo was formerly a portfolio manager with FrontPoint, but launched his own shop Kingsmead last year.   

Trevor Cheung joins the firm as head of research, based in Hong Kong, while Raymond Hu, formerly of Tokyo Tokai and Blue
Pool Capital, joins as senior analyst. Hu, a China long/short specialist , and Cheung, who has 18 years of experience in the Asian
finance industry with the likes of CLSA, DBS Vickers, WI Carr, Cazenove and BNP Paribas, will add significantly to the
institutionalisation of the firm. Hu will be based in Singapore. 

“The team now is extremely strong and gives us sufficient resources to cover our chosen region in Asia Ex-Japan effectively. This
will free up my time to focus more on portfolio management and risk management,” said Foo.  

The rest of the Kingsmead team, including COO Hubert Yong and head of operations CY Tan, has been together from its
FrontPoint days. 

“We often tell our investors that we aim to give them two-thirds of the upside in an up market and lose not more than one third
in a down market. I believe if we can do that consistently, there will surely be a demand for a product with such asymmetric risk
reward,” noted Foo. 

He added: “The bull market in fixed income and physical property is coming to an end as interest rates rise and many are still
not prepared for the eventual upward move in rates.” 
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